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 Ryszard Litwiniuk (1966)

Graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Gdańsk, Faculty of Sculpture. Diploma in Prof. Edward Sitek's

studio in January 1992. Between 1998 and 2013 he lived and worked in Canada. Currently he works in

Warsaw and Żuławy. He deals with sculpture, drawing, graphics and installation, Nature art. His works were

presented at individual and group exhibitions in galleries and Public Places.

Canada (1998 - 2011) - among others: McMichael Canadian Art Collection, MacLaren Art Centre, Samuel J.

Zacks Gallery, York University, University of Toronto, Mount Carmel Museum & Art Gallery, Thames Art

Gallery,  Karsh-Masson  Gallery  Art  Square  Gallery,  Living  Arts  Centre,  Distillery  District,  Cambridge

Sculpture Garden, Toronto Art Fair International; (2010) - Command Solutions Space, Buffalo, New York);

 Poland (1992 - 2017) - Gdańsk City Gallery, EL Gallery - Elbląg, BWA - Sopot, Warsaw Sculpture Gallery;

Sweden (1998) - Konst Fran Elblag -Kulturcentrum Ronneby; in Hungary (2016) - Small Gesture, Nature

Alliance, Eco Avantgarde, Kunsthalle - Mucsarnok, Budapest. He participated in symposia and carried out

projects in Europe, Argentina, India, Korea, Canada and the USA. Winner: Rector of the Academy of Fine

Arts in Warsaw in the "Confrontations of Art 2016" competition, special award Fondo de las Artes Buenos

Aires (Argentina, 2000), first prize of the Vogtlangisches Holzbildhauer Symposium (Germany, 2001), silver

and bronze medal  in  the  Salons of  Sculpture  in  Warsaw (1994 -  1996),  Grant  of  The Pollock Krasner

Foundation Inc. New York (USA, 1994), Ontario Arts Council and Canada Council Grants (1998 - 2004)

and resident at Vermont Studio Center Residency (USA, 1999). 

 The search for his own form of expression goes towards metaphysics and the energy hidden inside

the material in which he works. He is interested in creating his own language of sculpture in the

context of the system of work and his own method of treating the material. His area of interest

includes the solid in its entire volume, its structure and architecture, as well as internal molecular

connections  of matter.  By opening the interior of a tree or stone,  he obtains a spatial  form of



sculptures. By creating, he rejects unnecessary tools, eliminates unnecessary details, narration and

decorations, the excess of which often disturbs. He subordinates his aspirations not to the final

form, but to the very process of creation and to the material he has at his disposal at a given

moment.  Thanks  to  the  repetitiveness  and  multiplication  of  mechanical  cuts  and  elements,

sculptures retain the elements of similarity, and each one is different, unique, despite the fact that it

was  created  in  the  same  way  from  the  same  material.  The  elements  of  nature  and  geometry

included in his work develop simultaneously in the form of sculptures, graphics and installations,

which are expressed in the following cycles:  Open Concept  -  "Metamorphoses Empty Spaces",

"Identity" and "Infinity".


